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A new in-house ambient pressure XPS (AP-XPS) was designed for

the study of surfaces of materials under reaction conditions and

during catalysis. Unique features of this in-house AP-XPS are the

use of monochromated Al Ka and integration of a minimized

reaction cell, and working conditions of up to 500 8C in gases of

tens of Torr. Generation of oxygen vacancies on ceria and filling

them with oxygen atoms were characterized in operando.

In reactive environments (reactive gases or liquids), the surfaces of

most materials are likely to restructure their geometric and

electronic structure. Such changes have profound effects on the

functions and properties of materials. In these cases, the structures

and compositions of the material surfaces in a reactive

environment in which they function are largely different than those

characterized in high vacuum (HV) or ultrahigh vacuum (UHV),

the operational environment of most conventional electron-based

surface analytical techniques. The difference between the HV

or UHV conditions of samples during characterization and the

ambient or high pressure conditions of catalysts during catalytic

reactions results in a gap in the study of heterogeneous catalysis,

typically called a pressure gap. It is illustrated in Fig. 1. This

difference was revealed by using in situ spectroscopy and

microscopy.1–4 One of the spectroscopy techniques is the

synchrotron-based ambient pressure XPS,1–3,5 which can examine

catalyst surfaces up to a couple of Torr or so.

Typically, the working conditions of heterogeneous catalysis

are ambient or high temperature of catalysts in gaseous reactants

at ambient or high pressure of reactants or liquid reactants.6,7

The surface chemistry and structure of the as-synthesized

catalysts vary during pretreatment, catalytic reactions, and

deactivation. In addition, most of the heterogeneous catalysts

are essentially nanoparticles of metals, oxides, carbides, etc.,

and are particularly sensitive to reactive environments, such as

oxidizing or reducing gases at high temperature.1–3,7 Thus, the

surface chemistry and structure of the nanocatalysts during

catalysis could be different from those of as-synthesized

catalysts before and/or after the catalysis. In some reactions

a completely new phase is formed. For example, the active phase of

Fischer–Tropsch synthesis, iron carbide, is formed on iron oxide at

the beginning of the reaction at high temperatures.8–10 A thermo-

dynamic factor which drives the necessity of the study of surface

structures and chemistry under reaction conditions is the pressure-

dependent entropy contribution.11 The magnitude of entropy

contributed to the surface free energy in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)

is different at ambient conditions. The difference could be about

0.3 eV or even larger.11 Thus, the pressure-dependent entropy could

largely restructure the surface of a catalyst during catalysis.12,13

In some cases the surface structure and chemistry of an

as-synthesized catalyst are the same as those during catalysis;

in these cases the ex situ studies can represent information

obtained during the reaction. However, it is expected that

catalyst surfaces under reaction conditions could be different

in contrast to those before reactions for many reactions. This

is demonstrated in the recent studies.3,4,9–12,14–22 Thus, the

investigation of the chemistry of catalyst surfaces under reaction

conditions, called operando study, is crucial for understanding

catalytic mechanisms and providing insight into the design of

new catalysts. Operando studies in this communication are

defined as the studies under reaction conditions or during reactions.

A synchrotron-based AP-XPS obtained at a Torr pressure

range was developed at Advanced Light Sources.23 Later on a

couple of synchrotron-based AP-XPS systems were built by using

synchrotron radiations to excite electrons from sub-shells.24,25

Gases were introduced and remained in a chamber with a volume

of a few litres. This reaction chamber was installed into the

AP-XPS system. The access is granted on the basis of proposal

review due to the nature of public facilities and expensive

maintenance. An alternative solution is the design of an in-house

ambient pressure XPS using affordable bench top X-ray sources

Fig. 1 Schematic of the pressure gap in the study of heterogeneous

catalysis.
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such as Al Ka. The term ‘‘in-house’’ refers to the feature that the

in-houseAP-XPS uses X-rays generated from an X-ray gun which

is affordable by any research groups. Here the successful design of

an in-house AP-XPS with a working pressure of 25–50 Torr, near

ambient pressure, is reported. As shown in Fig. 2, the Al Ka is

used as the X-ray source of our in-house AP-XPS. X-Rays are

generated from an X-ray gun (XR50, Specs Surface Nano

Analysis GmbH). A monochromator (XRF 1000MC, Specs

Surface Nano Analysis GmbH) is used to focus the X-ray beam.

The AP-XPS analytical chamber has a monochromated X-ray

source described above, a minimized reaction cell for operando

study of catalysts in a flowing mode, a differential pumping system

conducted to an electrostatic hemisphere energy analyzer, and a

mass spectrometer for analysis of the gas composition of the

reaction cell. The reaction cell is the core part designed for carrying

out reactions on catalysts at ambient or high temperature in

reactant gases with certain pressures and allowing the energy

analyzer to collect photoelectrons excited from the catalyst surface.

A manipulator was installed in the AP-XPS analytical

chamber to manipulate the position of the reaction cell

(4 in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3a). This reaction cell was assembled at

the end of the manipulator (Fig. 3a). The reaction cell has four

windows for transmitting monochromated X-ray to the sample

surface, brightening the sample and the nozzle in the reaction

cell for video recording, watching the sample and the aperture

through a video camera, and a port for the second X-ray source

or other applications.

A nozzle with an aperture of 300 mm was assembled at the

end of the reaction cell (Fig. 3b). It is engaged to the pre-lens

through a manipulator during operando studies. The aperture

of the nozzle (marked on Fig. 3b) allows photoelectrons to

escape from the reaction cell to be collected by the energy analyzer.

It was minimized so that a good vacuum can be obtained at the

pre-lens from where photoelectrons are conducted to lenses of the

energy analyzer. The sample stage (the part to accommodate

the sample holder) was assembled near the aperture but kept at

a distance of 0.3 mm. This distance is similar to the inelastic mean

free path (IMFP) of photoelectrons of 500 eV in gaseous phase

with a pressure of about tens of Torr.26

This in-house AP-XPS uses a hemispheric energy analyzer

purchased from Specs Nano and Surface Analysis GmbH.

Three differential pumping stages were installed between the

reaction cell and the energy analyzer (see ESIw). The aperture
mounted on the reaction cell separates the high pressure

environment of the reaction cell from the vacuum of the first

differential pumping stage. A quadrupole mass spectrometer is

mounted at the third differential pumping stage for the gas

analyses. The gases leaked naturally from the reaction cell

through the aperture and are analyzed by the mass spectro-

meter. Such an on-line analysis of gas composition (reactants

and products) allows for building a simultaneous correlation

between the products and the surface chemistry of catalysts

examined with AP-XPS. This simultaneous measurement of

products provides the opportunity to build an intrinsic correlation

between the surface chemistry of catalysts in operando and their

catalytic performance. Such a correlation will provide critical

insight for understanding catalysis and designing catalysts.

By using this in-house AP-XPS we examined the Ag(111)

surface in N2 with different pressures. The photoemission

features of Ag3d of an Ag(111) single crystal and N1s in the

reaction cell were acquired. Fig. 4 presents the Ag3d and N1s

peaks at different pressures of N2. At a pressure of 10�8 Torr,

N2 does not adsorb on Ag(111). There is not any nitrogen

molecule adsorbed on Ag(111) at room temperature or above

in the whole pressure range (10�10–50 Torr). In 1 Torr of N2,

both Ag3d and N1s features from N2 in gaseous phase are very

clear. Notably, the peak position of the N1s photoemission

peak is about 406 eV instead of 399.5 eV of N1s in a species

adsorbed on the surface. The different binding energy of gas

phases, typically a few eV higher than that of adsorbed

molecules, actually offers us an opportunity to identify gaseous

phases such as products of catalysis. With the increase of the N2

pressure, the ratio of counts of N1s to Ag3d is increased. Their

absolute counts are decreased due to larger gas density at a

higher pressure. At a pressure of 25 Torr (Fig. 4b), both Ag3d

and N1s photoemission features were clearly identified.

Fig. 2 In-house X-ray source, Al Ka for the excitation of photoelectrons

from catalysts in the gaseous environment of the reaction cell. 1: electron

gun; 2: monochromator of Al Ka; 3: reaction cell; 4: manipulator of the

reaction cell; 5: differential pumping stages connected to the energy

analyzer.

Fig. 3 Reaction cell for operando studies. (a) External view of the

reaction cell installed at the end of the sample manipulator; (b) section

view of this reaction cell. (Detailed information is available in ESIw.)

Fig. 4 (a) XPS spectra of Ag3d and N1s collected from Ag(111) in

UHV and in different pressures of N2. (b) Enlargement of the Ag3d

and N1s spectra collected at 25 Torr of N2.
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The distance between the Ag(111) surface and the aperture is

0.3 mm. This distance allows an efficient collection of photo-

electrons from sample surfaces at 25–50 Torr N2. As the mean

free path is basically reversely proportional to the density of gas

phase, a distance of 20 mm is necessary for an efficient collection

of photoelectrons from a sample surface in gas of 760 Torr.

Moving a sample to an aperture from a visible distance (B1 mm)

to the requested distance (20 mm) is challenging even if a

digitalized mechanic motor is used. But it can be done readily

by a digitalized mechanic motor for coarse approach together

with a piezoelectric motor for precise approach such as a piezo

motor used in some STM systems.27 My group at Notre Dame

is testing this idea of mine.

Ceria is one of the most important reducible oxides widely

used in heterogeneous catalysis. It is well known that surface

oxygen vacancies on a CeO2 surface are active sites for

dissociative or molecular adsorption during catalysis. For

example, oxygen vacancies dissociate oxygen molecules during

CO oxidation in three-way catalysts and water molecules in

water-gas shift.29 The surface chemistry of CeO2 in an O2

environment in a flowing reactor was examined with this

in-house AP-XPS. Fig. 5 presents the Ce3d XPS spectra

acquired under different reaction conditions. The spectra

obtained in UHV at room temperature (not shown) have a

small number of oxygen vacancies. During annealing of the

samples at 400 1C in O2, the fraction of Ce3+ is decreased.

Most of the cerium atoms exist in the form of Ce4+. Once the

sample is cooled to 100 1C and oxygen is purged, H2 is

introduced. Ce3d spectra were collected during annealing in

H2 to different temperatures. The deconvoluted data showed

the decrease of the fraction of Ce4+, suggesting the reduction of

Ce4+ by H2 and the generation of oxygen vacancies. The on-line

mass spectrometer identified the desorbed H2O molecules due to

the reaction of surface lattice oxide with H2. The AP-XPS studies

confirmed the capability of refilling the generated oxygen vacancies

using O2. Upon purging hydrogen and then filling oxygen, the

Ce4+ is partially reduced to Ce3+.

The operando studies of CeO2 thin films under reaction

conditions clearly provided the dynamic nature of the CeO2

surface under different reaction conditions. Furthermore, the

deconvoluted data can be used to calculate the enthalpy of

reduction and oxidation of the CeO2 surface. The enthalpy of

different oxides will help clarify the role of these sites in catalysis.

In summary, an in-house ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (AP-XPS) was successfully designed. This in-house

AP-XPS uses affordable bench topmonochromatedAl Ka instead

of synchrotron facilities. This design has made the AP-XPS

technique available daily for any individual research group.

A new chamber-in-chamber reaction cell with a minimized

volume of gaseous reactants, 15 ml, allows the study of

catalytic kinetics. This in-house AP-XPS can characterize the

surface chemistry of materials at 120–773 K in a pressure

range of 1 � 10�10 to 25–50 Torr. The oxidation and reduction

of ceria were monitored in operando.

F.T. acknowledges the help from Specs Surface Nano

Analysis GmbH and financial support from University of

Notre Dame and U. S. Department of Energy.
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